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Monday November 3rd 2014 

Today was a SS day. Markets struggled with their previous day high and then the decline finally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is still room for the decline to continue.  

 
 



Tuesday November 4th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and reached TTT Violation levels, at which time the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. A good part of the rally is in place which may make for a confused day.  

 
 
 



Wednesday November 5th 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Once markets reached their TTT levels, they became confused. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are at their TTT levels, therefore the decline could start at anytime, or 
we could get another confused day.  

 
 



Thursday November 6th 2014 

Today was a SS day. As expected the decline started but the markets got confused and rallied right back. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed on the highs, momentum may take markets higher before the 
decline starts.  

 
 
 



Friday November 7th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Momentum did take the markets higher before a decline started. The decline was fast 
and the rally started right back. 

Monday will be a Sell day. There is room for the rally to continue. 

 
 



Monday November 10th 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied but a bit in a confused way. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is still room for the rally to continue if they want to.  

 
 
 



Tuesday November 11th 2014 

Today was a SS day. Markets were confused because of the holiday. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for a decline 

 
 
 
 



Wednesday November 12th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Markets decline overnight and started to rally shortly before the open. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Based on averages the rally should continue, however since half the rally is in 
place we could be looking fo a confused day.  

 
 
 



Thursday November 13th 2014 

Today was a Sell day. As expected we had a confused day. Markets made new highs and then got 
confused. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Based on averages markets should rally some more, however we are above the 
BDL therefore markets could start declining at anytime.   

 



Friday November 14th 2014 

Today was a SS day. NQ rallied to TTT but the others just tried with no conviction. 

Monday will be a Buy day. We should be looking for a decline on Monday. 

 
 
 



Monday November 17th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. ES and YM made their lows during the overnight session while NQ and TF did it 
during the day session. Maybe since ES and YM are at record levels it is harder for the others to catch up. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets have some kind of rally started which could make for a confused day.  

 
 



Tuesday November 18th 2014 

Today was a Sell Day. Markets rallied and most reached and/or surpassed their TTT levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Nost markets are at or close to their TTT levels and therefore the decline could 
start at any time. 

 
 
 



Wednesday November 19th 2014 

Today was a SS day. Markets declined hard and then got confused since the decline was too quick. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Based on today’s action we could be in for another confused day, however we 
should be looking for a decline.   

 
 
 



Thursday November 20th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and reached TTT and/or Previous Day Low, at which time the rally 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally is in place for most markets which will make for a confused day.  

 
 



Friday November 21st 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied like crazy overnight just to try to close the gap during the day session. 
TF and NQ did it as all 4 were under TVGR effect all day. 

Monday will be a SS day. We closed at TTT levels for Monday and therefore the decline could start at any 
time. 

 
 



Monday November 24th 2014 

Today was a SS day. Markets were confused and tried to get to Friday’s highs but with no conviction. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to a decline, however momentum may take 
markets higher before the decline starts.  

 
 



Tuesday November 25th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Markets opened above PH (Previous High) and had to decline. When some of them 
reached PL then the rally started.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is plenty of room for the rally to continue.  

 
 



Wednesday November 26th 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were slow to climb due to the holiday. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. However let’s 
remember this is a short trading day. 

 
 



Thursday November 27th 2014 

Today was a SS day. Markets did continue their rally but not by much due to the holiday. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets will be slow again tomorrow, however we should be looking for a 
decline.  

 
 
 



Friday November 28th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Depending of the instrument, we had confused declines, most likely due to the 
holiday. 

Monday will be a Sell day. We should be looking forward to a rally. 

 
 



Monday December 1st 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets did produce a little rally during the 24 Hour session, however 2 of them failed 
during the day session. This could be related to the holiday. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. All markets are below the BDL and should attempt to rally at least above the 
BDL.  

 



Tuesday December 2nd 2014 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied to their BDL and all succeeded except NQ which failed by a few points 
only. 

Tomorrow will be a Bay day. We should be looking for a decline.  

 
 



Wednesday December 3rd 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Markets went higher until NQ finally reached its last BDL then all markets had some 
decline before the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is still room for the rally to continue but it may be a confused rally.  

 
 



Thursday December 4th 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused and moved between yesterday’s highs and lows. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is plenty of room for the rally to continue, however the decline could start 
at any time.   

 
 



Friday December 5th 2014 

Today was a SS day. TF tried to lead all the others higher and it did reach TTT levels.  

Monday will be a Buy day. Markets should be looking for a decline on Monday 

 
 
 



Monday December 8th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did produce a large decline and most surpassed all levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The small rally that started late in the day should continue tomorrow.   

 
 
 



Tuesday December 9th 2014 

Today was a Sell day. What a day it was. If you asked anyone at the open which way we were going to go, 
they would have answered down. But TTT came to the rescue. It took all day but even YM made it to the 
BDL just before the close. In my case my system gave me a trade on TF early in the day and was able to 
ride it to the BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Except for YM all markets closed above the BDL. I would therefore expect at 
least a small rally until all markets are above during the day session, after that all bets are off for the longs.   

 



Wednesday December 10th 2014 

Today was a SS day. All markets stayed above the BDL for the 24 Hour session and only YM missed the 
goal for the day session. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. All markets are below the average TTT levels for a Buy day. Therefore markets 
could start a rally at any time, however based on the last 2 day’s performance, momentum may take 
markets lower before the rally starts. 

PS: the levels for tomorrow are based and should be used on the Dec contract and we will start using the 
March contract on Friday.    

 



Thursday December 11th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Markets made a low overnight and then rallied, however the decline restarted and we 
closed near the lows. Looks like a typical rollover day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed on the lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts.  

 



Friday December 12th 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Once YM got back above the BDL, markets reversed hard and closed way below the 
BDL. 

Monday will be a SS day. Markets will have their work cut out for them on Monday to try to get back above 
the BDL. 

 



Monday December 15th 2014 

Today was a SS day. Once TF and NQ reached the BD, markets reversed and a confused decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets re at or below their Decline levels. This may make for another 
confused day as the rally could start at any time.  

 
 



Tuesday December 16th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. As expected we had a confused decline, with markets faking a rally and declining 
right back. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.  

 
 
 



Wednesday December 17h 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied hard and surpassed all TTT levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS Day. Markets are way above their TTT levels for a SS day. Having said that 
momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 
 



Thursday December 18th 2014 

Today was a SS day. Markets kept on rallying and never stopped. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.   

 
 
 



Friday December 19th 2014 

Today was a Buy Day. It was a confused Buy day and the decline was small. However based on the large 
rally yesterday that was to be expected. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Half the rally is in place, which may make for another confused sell day. 

 
 



Monday December 22nd 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied and reached TTT levels.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue but it could be in a confused way.  

 
 
 



Tuesday December 23rd 2014 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied to reach TTT and then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets started their decline and should continue, however it will be a short 
day so it may be small decline.  

 
 



Wednesday December 24th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. Markets were relatively quiet  and did produce some small decline 

Friday will be a Sell day. We should be looking for some kind of rally.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Friday December 26th 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied and reached their TTT levels. 

Monday will be a SS day. Momentum should take markets higher before a decline starts. 

 

 



Monday December 29th 2014 

Today was a SS day. ES retested Friday’s highs and failed. The decline then started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Based on averages the decline should continue.  

 

 



Tuesday December 30th 2014 

Today was a Buy day. ES retested its previous day high during the overnight session and failed. The decline 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We should be looking forward to a rally, however being the last day of the year 
and the need for some window dressing, that rally may be confused. 

 



Wednesday December 31st 2014 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused and even closed below the BDL 

Friday will be a SS day. Based on averages markets should at least get back up to the BDL.  

 

 



Friday January 2nd 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets tried to make it back to the BDL, however only TF made it. Some of the 
others made it close and got rejected and then the decline started. 

Monday will be a Buy day. the decline is in place, therefore the rally could start at any time. 

 



Monday January 5th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and either reached or surpassed all TTT levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There was a reversal late in the day, however momentum may take markets 
lower before the rally starts.  

 



Tuesday January 6th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets did end up making new low and then rallied to pull back again. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets closed below the BDL  and have good odds of at least getting back 
above these levels.  

 



Wednesday January 7th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets tried to rally but TF was resisting all day and finally made it to the BDL just by 
the close. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for some sort of decline  

 



Thursday January 8th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets produced a very small decline overnight, however the rally started early and 
the gap was too large for the day session to recover once TVGR set in. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets close above their TTT levels for tomorrow which may make for a 
confused day.  

 



Friday January 9th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested yesterday’s highs and then declined. 

Monday will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue, however the decline could also continue.  

 

 



Monday January 12th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets reached their TTT levels and then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets are close to their TTT BDL average levels, therefore the rally could 
start any time.  

 

 



Tuesday January 13th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets continued their rally and most failed at the Penetration levels at which time 
the decline started and reached TTT violation levels, and the a new rally started.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We are in the middle of the rally which may make for a confused day.  

 



Wednesday January 14th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets dropped overnight and were below the BDL at the open. They all rallied to 
the BDL and when YM failed to continue passed the BDL the decline restarted and later the rally restarted 
again. I think that qualifies for a confused day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. YM is still below the BDL and therefore needs to get back above before an 
official decline can starts.   

 



Thursday January 15th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets opened below or close the BDL, rallied above and then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We are below the TTT levels for tomorrow, however having closed near the 
lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts. 

 

 



Friday January 16th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets played with the Violation levels, then the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. we are way past the TTT levels for Monday and therefore we could be looking for 
a confusing day. 

 



Monday January 19th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were quiet and drifted around. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. We are still above average TTT levels and therefore the decline could start at 
anytime.  

 



Tuesday January 20th 2015 

Today was a SS day. But it felt more like a Sell day with all this confusion. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for a decline but I am worried about all this confusion.   

 

 



Wednesday January 21st  2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined to TTT at the open and then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Except for TF the others have the rally in place, which may make for a 
confused day. 

 



Thursday January 22nd  2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused until TF hit the BDL, then the rally restarted again. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed near the highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts   

 



Friday January 23rd  2015 

Today was a DD day. Markets went higher and some reached their Penetration levels, at which time some 
kind of confused decline started. 

Monday will be a Buy day. ES and YM  closed on their lows of the day, therefore momentum may take 
markets lower before the rally starts. 

 



Monday January 26th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and same reached Violation levels, at which time the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets closed above their TTT levels, therefore we may be in for a confused 
day.   

 



Tuesday January 27th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused as most opened below the BDL and they all tried to get back 
to these levels. All but NQ made it. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Some closed below their BDL and therefore should try to get back above before 
the close.  

 



Wednesday January 28th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets made it above the BDL during the overnight session, however YM and NQ 
failed during the day session, at which point the rest followed for the way down. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets are way past their TTT levels, having said that momentum may take 
markets lower before a rally can start.  

 



Thursday January 29th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets decline to PL and some close to their Violation levels, at which point the rally 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. So was the rally is greater than the average tally, therefore we could be in for a 
confused day.  

 



Friday January 30th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused by the oversized rally from yesterday and most markets tried 
to retest their BDL. 

Monday will be a SS day. TF closed below its BDL and should at least get back above before the close of 
the day. Once above all markets could go any which way. 

 



Monday February 2nd 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets were very confused, however when some opened below the BDL they rallied 
above and the got confused by going lower ad then rallying. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to a decline. However having closed on the 
highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 



Tuesday February 3rd 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Momentum was stronger than TTT for the day session, and TVGR did set in 
preventing the decline. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets closed at or above TTT which could make for a confusing day.  

 



Wednesday February 4th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. As expected it was a confused day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets closed at or near TTT levels and therefore the decline could start at any 
time.  

 



Thursday February 5th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally and all reached TTT penetration levels before stalling. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for a decline. However having closed near the highs, 
momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.   

 



Friday February 6th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. As mentioned in last night’s report, Momentum took markets higher till they reached 
their TTT Penetration levels, then the decline started. In this case when markets reached their Average Daily 
Range, some rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Markets are half way through their rally, which may make for a confused day. 

 



Monday February 9th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused all day, and even closed below the BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Based on averages, markets should rally at least back to the BDL. After that 
anything can happen.  

 



Tuesday February 10th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets were confused and retested their BDL and then rallied 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts.  

 



Wednesday February 11th 2015 

Today was a buy day. Markets were all acting differently, but in general the decline was not average and 
then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Based on averages the rally should continue, however it may be in a confused 
way.  

 



Thursday February 12th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets continued their rally and surpassed all TTT levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are already above TTT levels, therefore the decline could start at 
anytime.  

 



Friday February 13th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally . 

Monday will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 



Monday February 16th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets were slow due to the Holiday but still managed to produce a decline. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Due to the Holiday, we cant be certain the decline if fully in place.   

 

 



Tuesday February 17th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested the BDL and then the rally started only to close at or close to the 
Previous Day’s highs. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is plenty of room for the rally to continue, however the decline could start 
at any time  

 



Wednesday February 18th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets were relatively quiet and some closed at the highs for the day. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for a decline, however I wonder if the ones that closed at 
their highs will have momentum to drag the others higher before the decline starts.  

 



Thursday February 19th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. The day looked more like a Sell day with markets going from PH to PL and back  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets have half the rally done which may make for another confusing day  

 

 



Friday February 20th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested their BDL and failed to go lower, then the rally started. 

Monday will a SS day. Momentum should take the markets higher before the decline starts. 

 

 



Monday February 23rd 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets had a confusing day flirting with new record highs. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having close near the highs on some markets, momentum may take markets 
higher before the decline starts.  

 

 



Tuesday February 24th  2015 

Today was a Buy day. The decline was small and the rally started early. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Half the rally is in place which may make for a confused day.  

 

 



Wednesday February 25th  2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested their previous day’s high and then the confusion started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue, however the confusion could still be 
there.  

 

 



Thursday February 26th  2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets reached nw highs retreated and rallied right back. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to some kind of decline.  

 

 



Friday February 27th  2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets were slow but they finally retested the PL “Previous day Low” and some kind 
of rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. In principle we should be looking forward to some king of rally. 

 

 



Monday March 2nd  2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested their BDL and the rally then started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue, and momentum should help that, before 
the decline starts.   

 



Tuesday March 3rd  2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets retested their PL and BDL and rebounded somewhat. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Half the decline is in which may make for another confused day.  

 

 



Wednesday March 4th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did produce a nice decline and some reaching their Violation levels. Then 
the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Half the rally is in place, which may make for a confusing day.  

 



Thursday March 5th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. We had a confused day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed in the middle of the range, we could be looking for another a 
confusing day and the decline could start at any time. 

 



Friday March 6th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Well there was no confusion. Markets retested yesterday’s highs and failed, then the 
decline started. 

Monday will be a Buy day. We are below the average decline therefore the rally could start at any time, 
however momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts. 

 



Monday March 9th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined to at least their TTT levels and then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are half way through their rally, which may make for a confused day 
tomorrow.  

 



Tuesday March 10th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets weren’t confused at all. The decline started overnight and shortly after the 
open TVGR set it and therefore the decline continued all day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. At this point all markets are below the BDL. We do have good odds that we 
should get above these levels, however it is a long ways away. So we need to be careful on that.  

 



Wednesday March 11th 2015 

Today was a SS day. TF was the only one to make it back to the BDL and closed on its high compare to the 
other 3 that closed on their lows. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Whit the major 3 closing on their lows, momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts.  

 



Thursday March 12th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did decline some during the OverNight session, then the rally started. NQ 
was the lager with TF being the leader. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are at or have surpassed their TTT levels, again with NQ being the 
lager. We could be looking for a confused day. 

 



Friday March 13th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were indeed confused and retested their BDL. Then a new rally started. 

Monday will be a SS day. Again we are in the middle of the rally and therefore it could go both ways 

 

 



Monday March 16th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets just kept rallying and finally closed near their highs. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to a decline tomorrow.   

 

 



Tuesday March 17th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Some made it to their TTT levels and then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Half the rally is in place which could make for a confused day.  

 

 



Wednesday March 18th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested the BDL’s and te rally restarted.   

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are above their TTT levels, which means the decline could start at any 
time. However Having closed on the high’s, momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 



Thursday March 19th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets were still confused with the FOMC decision with YM and ES going one way  
and NQ  TF  all different. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. It is confusing to say what will happen as it is different for each instrument. Let 
your experience in that instrument guide you .  

 



Friday March 20th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did produce some decline burring the overnight session, and then started 
rallying, creating a failed day session decline due to TVGR. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Most of the rally is in place which could make for a confused day. 

 



Monday March 23rd 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were a bit confused, specially once the PH was retested. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. there is room for the rally to continue. However the confusion may linger longer.   

 

 



Tuesday March 24th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets could not rally further and continued their decline that they started yesterday. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue before the rally starts.  

 

 



Wednesday March 25th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did continue their decline and surpassed all TTT levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.  

 

 



Thursday March 26th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Momentum did take markets further and finally rallied back to the BDL. Only to close 
lower. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. We do have good odds to at least get back above the BDL before the decline 
starts.  

 



Friday March 27th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets did TTT proud and made it above the BDL and the struggled to get much 
higher. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Markets did close at their highs near the close. Therefore momentum may take it 
higher before the decline starts. 

 



Monday March 30th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. The bulls took charge of the markets and ran all night up and created a large gap at 
the open. TVGR took over and the markets kept going up all day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Most markets are close to their TTT levels and therefore we could be in for a 
confused day.  

 



Tuesday March 31st 2015 

Today was a Sell day. As expected we did get a confused day and mainly down day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets couyld continue the decline that was started today.   

 

 



Wednesday April 1st 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets did start their decline but in a confused way 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. there is plenty of room for the decline to continue.  

 

 



Thursday April 2nd 2015 

Today was a Buy day. YM and ES made their targets and then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. It is a shortened day and most likely confused.  

 

 



Friday April 3rd 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets closed even earlier than usual. The news and the thin markets made the 
markets close below the BDL. 

Monday will be a SS day. We do have good odds of getting back above the BDL, however momentum may 
take the markets lower before a rally starts. We may also get problems with TVGR. 

 



Monday April 6th 2015 

Today was a SS day. We did get a good rally that took markets at or above their TTT levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Now that all world markets will be open I am curious if momentum will take 
markets higher before the decline starts. 

 



Tuesday April 7th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets retested their previous day highs and failed to go higher, the decline then 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum my take the markets lower before the rally starts.  

 



Wednesday April 8th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets did retest their BDL and a rally started, however it was a confused rally. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. We do have room for the rally to continue.  

 

 



Thursday April 9th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets retested their BDL  and then a rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed on the highs of the day, momentum may take the markets higher 
before the decline starts.  

 



Friday April 10th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Momentum did play a roll but we still got some decline before the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. There is plenty of room for the rally to continue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Monday April 13th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied and then got confused. Humm must be a Sell day  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. The decline that started may continue, or we may get another confused day.  

 

 



Tuesday April 14th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets retested their BDL and the rally restarted. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.   

 

 



Wednesday April 15th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Momentum took markets higher and only ES didn’t produce a decline for the day 
session. The others made at least a small decline. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is some small room for the rally to continue, however it may be in a 
confused way.  

 



Thursday April 16th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. As expected it was a confused day, going nowhere fast. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Again there is room for the rally to continue, however the decline could start at 
any time.  

 



Friday April 17th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets tried to get back above the BDL during the day session but failed by a few 
ticks. 

Monday will be a Buy day. The decline is in place, we may be getting a confused day. 

 

 



Monday April 20th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. As mentioned on Friday the decline was in place. Markets just started their rally. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. A good part of the rally is in place but there is still room for it to continue. 

 

 



Tuesday April 21st 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied and reached their TTT levels and even reached their Penetrations 
levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Now we are below TTT 3 day levels. We should rally back to these levels. 
However the decline could start at any time.  

 



Wednesday April 22nd 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets retested the BDL or Previous day’s low, then a rally started. Some reached 
their 3 day rally goal. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts.  

 



Thursday April 23rd 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined overnight and when NQ reached TTT, then they all started to rally. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Most of the rally is in place which may make for a confused day.  

 

 



Friday April 24th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. All market except NQ were confused and traded up to their TTT and down and back. 

Monday will be a SS day. Will the confusion continue or will the decline just start. 

 

 



Monday April 27th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets did rally to their TTT levels and some to their Penetration levels, at which 
point the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Most of the decline is in place which may make for a confusing day.  

 

 



Tuesday April 28th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined to their Violation levels and then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally is in place which could make for a really confused day.  

 

 



Wednesday April 29th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were all confused. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets a way below their 3 day averages but they are above the BDL. More 
confusion?????? 

 



Thursday April 30th 2015 

Today was a SS day. No confusion but no rally, the decline just started.. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Most of the decline is in place so the rally could start at any time  

 

 



Friday May 1st  2015 

Today was a Buy day. As mentioned yesterday markets had most of their decline and therefore started their 
rally during the overnight session 

Monday will be a Sell day. Again most of the rally is in place, therefore we could be in for a confusing day. 

 



Monday May 4th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied hard overnight and surpassed all TTT levels. Then confusion started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are already at TTT levels, therefore the decline could start at anytime.   

 

 



Tuesday May 5th 2015 

Today was a SS day. As expected, markets did continue their decline started late in the day yesterday. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. The decline is in place. The rally could start at anytime.  

 

 



Wednesday May 6th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did continue their decline past their TTT levels, then some rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are less than half way through their average rally.  

 

 



Thursday May 7th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested their BDL and failed to go much lower. Then the real rally started 
and most reached their TTT levels for the day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. We are very close to TT levels, therefore the decline could start at any time.  

 



Friday May 8th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally and surpassed all their targets. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Having closed near the high of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts. 

 



Monday May 11th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. As expected, Markets retested their PH  ( Previous day HIGH )  and the n the decline 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed on the lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts.  

 



Tuesday May 12th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. As expected momentum did take the markets lower before the rally started. They all 
made it above the BDL although it looked impossible.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Some markets did close below the BDL  and should rally at least back above 
these levels before the decline starts.  

 



Wednesday May 13th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets tested their Previous Highs  ot the Penetration levels and failed to go higher. 
The decline then started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. About half the average decline is in place, may get confusing.  

 



Thursday May 14th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets retested the SS day Lows  and failed to go lower. Then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally is in place. Momentum may take markets higher but we could be 
looking at confusion.  

 



Friday May 15th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. It was a confused day as most struggled with their PH. 

Monday will be a SS day. Most matkets are at or close to their TTT levels. The decline could star at anytime. 

 

 



Monday May 18th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally and surpassed thiet TTT levels with some even reaching 
their Penetration levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts.  

 



Tuesday May 19th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Momentum did take markets higher and then a small confused decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We could be looking for another confused day.  

 

 



Wednesday May 20th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets were confused, retesting the BDL and Previous Day High and 
back to BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. I would expect another confused day that should have at least part of the day 
session above the BDL.  

 



Thursday May 21st 2015 

Today was a SS day. As expected markets were confused and managed to get back above the BDL after 
the open. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to some decline before the rally start.  

 



Friday May 22nd 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets were quiet and boring really  but we did get a small decline. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Markets did close close to their lows of the day, therefore whatever momentum 
there was could take markets lower before the rally starts. 

 



Monday May 25th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets played with the BDL and ES closed under but close to the BDL.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is plenty of room to rally, however once ES gets above the BDL   then all 
bets are off. 

 



Tuesday May 26th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets did decline and surpassed all levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Most of the decline is in, therefore the rally could start at any time.   

 

 



Wednesday May 27th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. As mentioned last night, the decline was in. Today the markets played around TTT 
levels for a while and then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Again today most of the work is done. The rally don’t have much to go, and 
therefore we could be in for a confused day. 

 



Thursday May 28th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets were a bit confused. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are at or close to their TTT levels. Having closed on the Highs of the 
day, momentum could take markets higher before the decline starts.   

 

 



Friday May 29th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets retested their SS day highs and then the decline started. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Most of the decline is in place, therefore the rally could start at anytime. 

 

 



Monday June 1st 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets decline and reached their respective TTT levels, at which point the rally 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is plenty of room for the rally to continue, but it could be in a confused 
way.  

 



Tuesday June 2nd 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested their BDL  and then rallied again, with some reaching their TTT 
levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Plenty of room to rally if they want. However we need to be careful on longs on 
a SS day.  

 



Wednesday June 3rd 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied and some more than others. TF reached Max penetration levels while 
ES only reached PH. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to some kind of decline.  

 



Thursday June 4th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and finally found some support at dome TTT level, depending of the 
instrument. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. In principle the rally that started today should continue tomorrow, however it 
may be a confused one.  

 



Friday June 5th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused and declined further to reach their Violation levels, at which 
point some king of a confused rally started. 

Monday will be a SS day. Markets should at least get above their BDL. After that markets could go either 
way. 

 



Monday June 8th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets made it back above the BDL  and then the decline started. The exception was 
YM  

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. A good part of the decline is in, therefore the rally could start at any time.  

 



Tuesday June 9th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declines and reached their TTT levels. Some kind of confused rally then 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. About half the rally is in place, which may make for a continuation of the 
confused rally.   

 



Wednesday June 10th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Forget the confusion markets ralied strong all day and surpassed all TTT levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having surpassed all TTT levels, Markets could start their decline at any time. 

Tonight’s TTT numbers are still for the old contract. The report for Friday’s trading will be for the 
new contract  

 



Thursday June 11th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Not much conviction in the markets either way, probably due to the rollover 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to some sort of decline 

Use new contract tomorrow  

 



Friday June 12th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did decline a mast surpassed the Violation levels before rebounding. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Having closed near the lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts. 

 

 



Monday June 15th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Only TF made it back above the BDL  as the others did try. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets have good odds of making it back above the BDL  

 

 



Tuesday June 16th 2015 

Today was a SS day. As expected markets did get back above the BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having close on the high’s of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday June 17th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. There was a small decline but it was a confused one after momentum took the 
markets higher. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day, We could continue to deal with the confusion ,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Thursday June 18th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested their Lows and the rally started and surpassed all TTT levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Friday June 19th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Markets retested their Sell day highs  and then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. The decline is in place, therefore the rally could start at anytime. Having said 
that momentum may take the markets lower before the rally start.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Monday June 22nd 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did close near their TTT levels and rallied from their at the open on Sunday. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Half the rally is in place, therefore we may be in for a confused day,  

 

 



Tuesday June 23rd 2015 

Today was a Sell Day. Markets tried to rally but got stuck at their previous day’s high after retesting their 
BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Again we are in the middle of the road  and it could go either way 

 



Wednesday June 24th 2015 

Today was a SS day. Some retested their previous day high’s and failed to go higher. That started the 
decline for all of them. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Most of the decline is in place, therefore the rally could start at any time.   

 

 



Thursday June 25th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did attempt a rally and failed. The decline amplified and surpassed TTT 
levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are at or close to the BDL. Therefore Momentum may take markets 
lower before the real rally starts. 

 



Friday June 26th 2015 

Today was a Sell day. Markets failed to rally and hovered around the BDL most of the day. 

Monday will be a SS day. So far only NQ close below the BDL and should be able to rally back to that level 
at some point on Monday based on averages. 

 



Monday June 29th 2015 

Today was a SS day. TVGR took over last night and was too strong for the markets to get back to the BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. All markets are below their TTT target. Momentum may take markets lower 
before a rally starts.   

 



Tuesday June 30th 2015 

Today was a Buy day. Markets retested the SS day lows and a rally started just to retest again at the end of 
the day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts  

 

 



Wednesday July 1st 2015 

 


